
The Case for Complete LOCAL 
Neighbourhoods (Auckland Also Struggles 
at Planning for our Metropolitan Centres)
Apart from work (maybe) why shouldn't everything else be close to home #visionweekNZ



Transport Begets Land Use, Land Use Begets Transport, 
Both Beget the User Environment (in a City)

- Ben Ross. South Auckland. 2020



About Ben Ross

The Covid-19 and (soon) Post Covid-19 era has/will presented the South Pacific with a unique opportunity to "reset" how 

we engage Spatial Planning to encourage more positive, friendly experience and interactions with our cities and 

environments (human and physical). 

As a Human Experience Engineer, Urban Geographer and Spatial Planner Ben has been at the forefront of advocacy of 

improving such human experience in transit, urban design and spatial planning for Southern Auckland. 

From large projects like Our Manukau and Airport to Botany Rapid Transit to smaller place making projects such as 

street calming, parklets and bus lanes. Ben through building relationships with decision/policy makers, fellow 

urbanists, and those who dream of wanting their urban area to be one of a human experience not a human drama -

which is even more critical than era in the Post Covid era. 

Ben along with Rob Mayo and Nicholas Lee recently formed Colab and Associates Limited. The Colab Mission: bringing 

the Human Experience Engineers in all things Transit CX/UX, Urban Design, and Spatial Planning. 

With the continued rise of Human Scale and the 15 Minute City Ben and Colab will be there as Human Experience 

Engineers advocating for cities being a human experience not human drama!
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My #bounceforward vision

The 20 minute City as the 
Mayor of Paris has touted

Elimination of the Super 
Commute

Better integration and 
cooperation between the 
Regions (particularly the 

Golden Triangle)

Re-Emergence of Industry 
after 40 years of Post 

Industrialisation 

Walkable and Transit 
Orientated Environments –

They Attract Jobs 

This presentation is follow-
on to Urban Geography -

The Ultimate Expression 
in Inter Regional Spatial 
Planning, Developments 

and Behaviours
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5irWThDY4Zg&


Building Complete Neighbourhoods - Context
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In Auckland (and likely elsewhere) there is a tendency to struggle with 
building Complete local Neighbourhoods. 

That is neighbourhoods where the residents have most of their 
requirements are fulfilled locally.

This allows the realisation of the 20 Minute City through provision of local 
amenities

I am going to set the definition of ‘local’ to give a better Urban Geographic 
context for  Auckland that can also be applied universally elsewhere.



Building Complete Neighbourhoods -
Definitions

• Inter-Regional: between two cities or regions. E.g. Auckland, Waikato and Bay of 

Plenty. 

• Regional: in Auckland’s case it is the City itself and the surrounding rural area. 

Same applies to Cities Skylines

• Sub-regional: in Auckland this can be either Southern Auckland, the Isthmus and 

West or the North (North Shore, Albany and Rodney). 

• Local: Easiest way to do this one is Local Board areas for Auckland
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Problems with Mono-Core City Centric 
Planning (Auckland) 

• Transit Planning revolves around the 9-5 Monday to Friday commute with substandard off-peak and 

weekend services. South Auckland is goes through this often with Auckland Transport slashing evening 

and weekend bus services Sub-regional Centres like the Metropolitan Centres are forgotten about in 

Planning and thus left to their on devices

• Local Centres (Town Centres) are often closed on weekends so residents will be travelling to Metropolitan 

Centres or a City Centre in any case. Most of our major malls (St Lukes being an exception) are in the 

Metropolitan Centres and six of those Metro Centres sit on a Rapid Transit Network Line with a seventh 

(Botany) about to join the ranks when the Southern Airport Line and Eastern Busway are both built

• The major consequence from the lack of planning with our sub-regional Metropolitan Centres and a 

transport network that is based around a single City Centre with the 9-5 Monday to Friday commute is 

that we get all day and every day congestion with local neighbourhoods becoming isolated (see: Walkable 

and Transit Orientated Environments – They Attract Jobs)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9bAkPbiHSk&


Are we asking the right question with 
Complete Neighbourhoods?

Link to article. 
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https://www.aarp.org/livable-communities/livable-in-action/info-2017/20-minute-village.html?


Strong Town’s Andrew Price and Complete 
Neighbourhoods

Urban Geography of a City

• Cities are divided into neighbourhoods, and if you’ve 

ever spent time living in a walkable city without a 

car, you know that your quality of life is largely 

dependent on the amenities within your 

neighbourhood — the walkshed of your home.

• A good neighbourhood will have enough variety of 

restaurants to keep you satisfied, along with 

schools, parks, grocery stores, walk-in clinics, 

entertainment, etc. 

• If you were fortunate enough to work from or close 

to home, it’s the sort of neighbourhood you could go 

months without leaving and not feel like you’re 

missing out on anything. What I’m describing here 

is what I like to call a Complete Neighbourhood.

Macdougal St in Greenwich Village, New York. Chaotic and vibrant, with 

everything you need is close by. This is a Complete Neighbourhood.

Source: Strong Towns
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https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/walkshed


Strong Town’s Andrew Price and Complete 
Neighbourhoods ctd

• A good neighbourhood will also offer 

entertainment options (a bar with live music, 

a movie theatre, a dance club, a comedy club 

— whatever your scene is) where you don’t 

have to worry about a curfew imposed by the 

transit system shutting down or Uber surge-

charging you during the wee hours of the 

morning.

• This isn’t to say you will never leave your 

neighbourhood; you may commute a long 

distance to work, you may want to explore 

other areas of the city, spend the day out 

shopping, have a night out on the town, visit 

friends who live in other neighbourhoods, etc.

Complete package family area

Source: https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2016/6/29/the-next-baby-boom-affordable-urban-lifestyles-for-millennials-with-children
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https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2016/6/29/the-next-baby-boom-affordable-urban-lifestyles-for-millennials-with-children


Auckland’s Hierarchy of its Centres (Unitary 
Plan)
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Nodes added to the Hierarchy in Auckland
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Source: Auckland Plan 2050. Auckland Council



Auckland Struggles with Complete 
Neighbourhoods

• So the Auckland and Unitary Plans spell out how our Centres are meant to work and 

for everything in play (especially as the Nodes will mature through time) we ask why 

are we not getting more Complete Neighbourhoods that would boost local 

communities, their Centres and lessen congestion.

• Two reasons:

• Local Boards are not funded properly to upkeep and renew the Local and Town Centres (also 

a case of if they have a Metropolitan Centre given the bulk of such a Centre they would 

overwhelm the Local Board’s meagre resources for upkeep and renewal. No offence to 

Manurewa and Otara-Papatoetoe Local Boards but Manukau is simply too big for Local 

Boards to take on their own without help from Council or even Central Government).

• Planning is still too centralised with resources focused at the City Centre (including based) 

and still too mono-centric even with the rise of the Nodes.
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What do we do – Proper Funding and 
Autonomy of the Local Boards

• Local Knows Local: Local Boards are required to create Local Board Plans and 

Local Boards will focus on their Centres as wanting to renew them and bring them 

into the 21st Century. 

• The problem is lack of funding and power to execute these plans as the power resides 

and is at the “pleasure” of the Governing Body of Auckland Council. 

• Local Boards need to be bulk funded and have better powers to bring in Targeted 

Rates so that they can truly renew their Centres and create links to their residential 

areas. Papakura Metropolitan Centre is a 12 minute walk from where I live but the 

area needs serious attention if I want it to be a Complete Neighbourhood and keep my 

dollars there rather than Manukau which has more offerings.
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What to Do – Spatial Planning Influencing 
Behaviours and Urban Form (with an urban 

simulator as a demonstration)

• Transport Begets Land Use, Land Use Begets Transport, Both Beget the User Environment (in a 

City)

• With Cities Skylines I don’t have Local Boards within my many Districts inside the 

City, but I can still work on creating Complete Neighbourhoods. 

• Outside of the often twin City Centres and “Downtown” (the primary Core I will always run 

with a City Centre (residential and Office) and a Downtown (residential and 

commercial/tourism/leisure)) each District that has residential in it will have enough Light 

Commercial zoned land to allow that respective District to be near self-sufficient.

• By that I mean enough commercial services, office and medical centres (that I place down) 

within said District that you can do around 90% of your activities within that area – i.e. close to 

home – the 20min City. 
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What to Do – Spatial Planning Influencing Behaviours and 
Urban Form (with an urban simulator as a demonstration) Ctd.

• All Districts have local transit and active mode infrastructure set within them 

allowing most of the Cims to walk, cycle or catch transit to their local destination. 

Leisure and Tourist Districts (those outside of a City Centre) are spread around the 

City as well, meaning it would be the equivalent of me going from Papakura to 

Manukau by transit to get to more major entertainment and hospitality locations. 

• Again these Districts are served by transit and cycle-highways. At full Regional level 

the Metro system (subway, heavy rail, Bus Rapid Transit, Light Rail or Monorail) is 

available to move Cims around.

• When Park Life comes out it will be interesting to see how the dynamics change as I 

can do larger scale parks, amusement parks and entertainment areas.
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What to Do – Spatial Planning Influencing Behaviours 
and Urban Form (with an urban simulator as a 

demonstration) Ctd.
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Complete Neighbourhoods – Green Utility

• The Suburb of the Future, Almost Here

• Millennials want a different kind of suburban development that is smart, efficient and 

sustainable.

• Existing suburbs were developed to maximize house and lot sizes, and some are often 

locked into aesthetic compliance, like mowed lawns. These communities were also built 

around cars. Many residential developments offer small parks or playgrounds within 

walking distance, but require cars to get to bigger recreation areas.

• In sustainable new suburbs, house and lot sizes are smaller — in part because 

driveways and garages are eliminated — paving is reduced up to 50 percent and 

landscapes are more flexible. The plant-to-pavement ratio of today’s suburb is much 

higher than that of cities, but the next generation of suburbs can be even better at 

absorbing water.
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/15/sunday-review/future-suburb-millennials.html


Green Utility: Grid vs Circle. Part of 
Complete Neighbourhoods

Green utility grid Green utility circle
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/15/sunday-review/future-suburb-millennials.html?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_pulse_read%3BvP%2BwHXxoTKWPXOAOY7IKjw%3D%3D
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/15/sunday-review/future-suburb-millennials.html?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_pulse_read%3BvP%2BwHXxoTKWPXOAOY7IKjw%3D%3D


Green Utility: Grid vs Circle. Part of 
Complete Neighbourhoods ctd 

Green Utility – Circle (residential) Green Utility – Grid (Mixed Use)
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Challenge to Auckland

• Auckland needs to do better in planning our Metropolitan Centres and allowing for 

Complete Neighbourhoods. South Auckland will be the closest too it (although at sub 

regional level) given 50% of the South’s residents commute within the South already and 

most can have their recreational and hospitality needs fulfilled with facilities already 

existing in the South. 

• Mt Smart for Rugby league is easily accessible by bus or train for the South and the City 

Centre further it has no real attraction apart from work or Universities. As Manukau 

evolves and things like hotels in Manukau City Centre continue to expand (thus bring in 

more tourist facilities) the attraction to stay within the sub-region will be stronger.

• That said work needs to be done to beef up our Town Centres and Local Centres so that 

for basic needs we could walk or catch a feeder bus rather than having to traverse several 

kilometres to Manukau.
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Conclusion

• Building “Complete Neighbourhoods” is a concept of missed in Auckland

• Like roads and streets, Spatial Planning has it Hierarchy from inter-regional right 
down to site specific

• Each part of the Spatial Planning hierarchy forms an interdependent link that will 
result (or not) in Complete Neighbourhoods

• Local Boards who are best positioned for Complete Neighbourhoods are not properly 
funded

• Green Utility can be more effective in delivering open spaces while saving on Budgets

• Challenge to the Institutes to do better in allowing Complete Neighbourhoods 
starting with the Metropolitan Centres (as part of the 20 minute City)
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#visionweeknz Podcasts

• Urban Geography - The Ultimate Expression in Inter Regional Spatial Planning, 
Developments and Behaviours 

• Walkable and Transit Orientated Environments – They Attract Jobs

• Business and People still overestimate Value of the car

• The Case for Complete LOCAL Neighbourhoods (Auckland Also Struggles at 
Planning for our Metropolitan Centres)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5irWThDY4Zg&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9bAkPbiHSk&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vueqeluLiPg&


References and Acknowledgements (podcasts wide)

• Panuku Development Auckland

• Greater Auckland

• Auckland Transport

• Auckland Council

• Cities Skylines (urban simulation)

• Strong Towns

• City Labs
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Extra 
information

Ben Ross

South Auckland

Human Experience Engineer / 

Spatial Planner

ben@colab.nz

https://www.linkedin.com/in/benrossakl/
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